IMPORTANT SAFETY AND INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
WARNING: Risk of fire and electrical
shock. This product is to be installed by
a qualified electrician only.
CAUTION: When using electrical
equipment, basic safety precautions
should always be followed including the
following: Read all instructions carefully
before installation and save

for future use. Make sure installation and
all connections are in accordance with
National Electrical Code and any local
regulations. To avoid possible electrical
shock, be sure that power supply is turned
off before installing or servicing this fixture.
Servicing should be performed by qualified
service personnel.

These instructions do not claim to cover
all details or variations. When additional
information is desired, please contact
your SPI representative.

SAVANNAH PENDANT 45  SWIVEL CANOPY
Auxiliary Structural Mounting - Because fixture weight may exceed the structural
capacity of a standard electrical box, additional structural mounting is required
(by others.) Note: Mounting bracket has two mounting slots for auxiliary support.

J-box
(by others)

STEP 1: Remove housings top plate by removing four pan head screws at the
top rings outer perimeter. Slide lamp body into fixture and re-attach top plate.

Mounting
Bracket

STEP 2: Feed fixture lead wires through stem, and thread stem into coupler.
Tighten coupler set screws. Slide canopy over stem and install swivel ball.

Swivel Ball
Canopy
Stem

STEP 3: Secure the mounting bracket to the J-box and auxiliary support with
two screws through two of the four 1/4" dia. holes (for J-box) and two screws
through the two mounting slots (for auxiliary support).

(Lift & Twist)
Lamp Body
Top Plate

STEP 4: Hang the stem in the mounting bracket, taking care not to pinch or
cut wires in mounting bracket.

Lamp Body

STEP 5: Make electrical connections per code.
STEP 6: Slide canopy up stem to mounting bracket and secure with two flat
head screws (provided).

Top
Plate

STEP 7: Lift and twist fixture housing so the tabs disengage from the top plate
slots. Once the housing can clear the lamp body top plate, lower the housing.
STEP 8: Insert lamps, making sure to insert lamps into the lamp support clips.
Reinstall housing by lifting and twisting housing to engage the housing tabs with
the slots located in the lamp body top plate.
STEP 9: For relamping/lamping down light, access lamp through bottom of
the fixture. Raising and lowering the housing is not required.

Housing - Note: Housing appearance may differ.
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